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Lecture 
Objectives 

S. No. Objectives 

1 To make student aware about the basic  concept of digital signals and circuits. 

2 To aware about need digital electronics. 

3 To provide knowledge about advantages and disadvantages of analog and digital electronics. 

4 To give brief knowledge about conversion of analog to digital signals. 

Figure showing same application but 

different technology 
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Course Objectives 

S. 
No. 

Objectives 

1 
 
To understand Merits of digitization. 

2 
  
To enable you to understand common forms of number representation in digital electronic circuits and to 

be able to convert between different representations.  

3 To Impart Knowledge about various digital circuits and designing of systems 

Figure showing same application 

but different technology 
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Course Outcomes 

CO 

Number 
Title  Level  

CO1  To indentify the different types of digital circuits and their difference and to 
illustrate the various types of gates. Remember 

CO2 To understand the various elements of digital system and to implement their 
applications. Understand  

CO3 To illustrate the relation between Combinational & Sequential Circuits and to 
apply for practical applications. Analyze 

CO4 To solve the basic problems related to different types of digital circuits and to 
calculate it using various numerical problems. Evaluate 

CO5 To create different  hardware and software based digital applications.  
Create 

Figure showing same application 

but different technology 
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Introduction to Digital Electronics 
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• What is digital electronics? 

• Analog vs. Digital 

• How conversion of analog to digital occur? 

• Benefits of Digital over analog 

• Advantages & Disadvantages of digital Electronics 

• Applications of digital electronics 

 

Digital Signal Representation 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         Figure: Digital data & signal representation  
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What is Digital Electronics? 

Digital electronics deals with the electronic manipulation of numbers, or with the manipulation of varying quantities by means 

of numbers. Because it is convenient to do so, today's digital systems deal only with the numbers 'zero' and 'one', because they 

can be represented easily by 'off and 'on' within a circuit. 

Digital stand for digit, digital electronics basically has two conditions which are possible, 0 (low logic) and 1 (high logic). 

Digital electronic systems use a digital signal that are composed of mathematical features to work.  

 "1" as true and "0" as false are called bit and the group of bits are named byte.  

Digital electronic circuits are usually made from large assemblies of logic gates. 

Digital describes electronic technology that generates, stores, and processes data in terms of two states: 1 and number 0. 
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Analog Vs Digital 

Many systems use a maximum of analog and digital electronics to take advantage of each technology.  Example: 

A typical CD player accepts digital data from the CD drive and converts it to an analog signal for amplification. 

Digital data CD drive 10110011101 Analog reproduction of music audio signal Speaker Sound waves Digital-to-

analog converter Linear amplifier  

7 
Figure:  Example Analog vs digital 
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Analog Signal Vs Digital 
Signal Representation 
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Figure: Digital signal Comprises of only two values  

High by 1 bit(5V) & Low by 0 bit(0V) 

 

Figure:  Analog Signal comprises of infinite values  

                between given limits 
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How the conversion of Analog to 
Digital Occur? 
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Analog to Digital converter 
Digital  to Analog converter 

Figure : Conversion of analog to digital 
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Benefits of Digital over Analog 

Reproducibility  

Not effected by noise  

Ease of design  

 Data protection  

Programmable 

 High speed communication 
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Advantages of Digital Electronics 

 Computer-controlled digital systems can be controlled by software, allowing new functions to be added without 

changing hardware.  

Information storage can be easier in digital systems than in analog ones.  

The noise-immunity of digital systems permits data to be stored and retrieved without noise.  

In a digital system are easier to design and more precise representation of a signal can be obtained by using more 

binary digits to represent it.  

More digital circuitry can be fabricated on IC chips.  

Error management method can be inserted into the signal path. To detect errors, and then either correct the errors, or 

at least ask for a new copy of the data.  
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Disadvantages of Digital Electronics 

Conversion to digital format and re-conversion to analog format is needed, which always include the lost of 

information.  

In some cases, digital circuits use more energy than analog circuits and produce more heat and need heat sinks.  

Digital circuits are sometimes more expensive, especially in small quantities.  
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It's application are infinite, ranging for high end computing to miniature circuits that can be very versatile, 

signal processing, communication etc. Digital Electronics is currently rapidly developing and removing 

conventional analogue machines due to its high speed, more accuracy  and greater flexibility 

Figure: Applications of Digital  

Applications of Digital Electronics 
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Applications of Digital Electronics 

The digital system send the data in the form of packets of digital codes, thus we can encode and 

decode them in various formats and codes.  

 Data encryption is also possible in the digital systems, hence the data transmission is more secure, and 

can be manipulated in many formats  

Digital systems are much advantageous in communications Data Transmission using Digital Systems 
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Summarization 

Today’s fast growing technology need the evolution of digital electronics. 

Speed ,Space & Accuracy are key parameters of digital system. 

Every signal is by default analog in nature but as per the need conversions are done to make it work in digital 

system. 

Infinite application can be seen around which very well explain the need of digital electronics 
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Lecture 
Objectives 

S. No. Objectives 

1 
To make student aware about the basic  concept of 
number systems. 

2 To aware about different types of number system. 

3 
To provide knowledge about the conversion of 
one type of number system into another. 
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Course 
Objectives 

S. 
No. Objectives 

1 
To understand Merits of digitization. 

  

2 

 To enable you to understand common forms of number 

representation in digital electronic circuits and to be able to 

convert between different representations.  

3 
To Impart Knowledge about various digital circuits and 

designing of systems 
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Course 
Outcomes 

CO 

Number 
Title  Level  

CO1  To indentify the different types of digital circuits and their 

difference and to illustrate the various types of gates. Remember 

CO2 To understand the various elements of digital system and to 

implement their applications. Understand  

CO3 To illustrate the relation between Combinational & Sequential 

Circuits and to apply for practical applications. Analyze 

CO4 To solve the basic problems related to different types of digital 

circuits and to calculate it using various numerical problems. Evaluate 

CO5 To create different  hardware and software based digital applications.  

Create 
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NUMBER SYSTEM 
 Decimal  

Octal  

Binary 

Hexadecimal 

Binary coded Decimal 

Gray  

conversions 

NUMBER 

SYSTEM 

WEIGHTE

D CODES 

NON 

WEIGHTE

D CODES 
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Types  of Number Systems:- 

1. Decimal  

2. Binary  

3. Octal 

4.Hexadecimal  

 

 

 

 

Number System 
A number system is the set of certain set of  values used to represent any physical quantity.  

For example: UID of student , number plate of car, (2A)16 and (52)8  and (42)10 

 

  Radix or Base :- Each number set is defined with particular digits or bits. 
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Weighted Number System 

Decimal is the basis number which is used in our day to day life. Decimal means base 10. 

                             0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9  

Binary  means base 2 and used by computer . 

                             0,1 

Octal  means radix is 8 and used to reduce the number bits  

                             0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7 

Hexadecimal means base is 16 used in assembly language  

                             0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,A,B,C,D,E,F 

Base 5 means 5 digits are used  

                             0,1,2,3,4, 

BCD based on which code is used  

                             ie. 8421, 2421,5311 
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       Decimal to Other Base System 
Followings rules are used : 

 1. Divide  and multiply by the decimal number to be converted by the base of the desired  number system . 

 2. The number before decimal point is to be divided by base of     desired number system and the number after decimal  

point is to be multiplied by base of the desired number system 

3. While dividing the remainder is to be written from BOTTOM TO TOP and while multiplying the answer is to be written 

from TOP TO BOTTOM  

 

345.10 as decimal number  

 
 

 let’s solve these  
 

Convert the decimal number 0.625 to binary. 

Convert 0.634 to octal. 

Convert the decimal number 293.625 to base 5. 

Convert the decimal number 219.65 to hexadecimal. 

 

Integer Decimal No.   

Binary 

Divide by 2 
Octal 

divide 8 

Hexa  

Divide by 

16 

8 
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Decimal to Binary 
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Figure No 1.2 conversion of integer decimal  

into binary [ 2] 
Figure No 1.3 conversion of fractional decimal  

into binary [2] 

Given 

fraction 

Product 

0.15 ×2 0.30 

0.30 ×2 0.60 

0.60 ×2 1.20 

0.20 ×2 0.40 

0.40 ×2 0.80 

0.80 × 2 1.60 

(0.15)10  = (.001001)2 
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Decimal to Octal 
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Convert (73.04375)10  into octal 

So the final answer is  (111.34)8 

 

Figure No 1.4 conversion of integer decimal  

into binary [ 3] 

Figure No 1.5 conversion of integer decimal  

into binary [ 3] 
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Decimal to Hexadecimal 

11 

Convert (250.4375)10  to hexadecimal 

Ans:(FA.7)16 

Figure No 1.4 conversion of integer decimal  

into hexadecimal[ 4] 
Figure No 1.4 conversion of integer decimal  

into hexadecimal[ 4] 
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Summary of Various Number Systems  

Number system Radix or 

base 

symbols used example application  

Decimal  10 0,1,2,…….9 (234.9)10 Used by 

humans  

Binary 2 0,1 (1001.01)2 Used in 

Computers 

Octal 8 0,1,2,3…..7 (23.45)8 Used in 

Computers 

Hexadecimal 16 0,1,2…..9,A,B…..F (A57.9F)16 Used in 

Computers 
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Binary-Hexadecimal  
 

In binary to hexadecimal conversion , 4 binary bits are combined to make one hexa digit based on 8421 code. 

                                                       

         D           F            7           pairing direction  

 

 

     1101     1111       0111.        0000     1010 

 

 

 

so hexadecimal number is DF 7.0 A   

 

Do Some practice 
 

Convert binary number (110011100010)2 into hexadecimal . 

Convert binary no.111001.1000111 into Hex code. 

 

 

 

 

     

pairing direction                    0           A 
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Hexadecimal - Binary 
 

In hex to binary conversion , each hex digit is represented into 4 binary bits using 8421 code. 

 

      eg.  Convert 240A.3C into binary . 

     

                2            4             0            A    .          3         C 

             0010     0100     0000      1010  .     0011      1100 

  

       so required no. is (0010010000001010.00111100)2 

 
Do Some practice 
 

Convert  294.ABCC into  (?)2. 

Convert  97063. DEF   into  (?)2.  
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Binary-Octal & Vice Versa 

  

In binary to octal conversion , 3 binary bits are combined to make one octal digit based on 421 code. 

 

      eg.  Convert 101111.11 0 into octal . 

    

       101      110  .  110   

 

  5        6    .   6 

     

  so required number is 56.6 into octal. 

 

In octal to binary conversion ,  each octal digit is represented into 3 binary bits based on 421 code. 

  

    eg.  (460 )8 into binary.  

           

        4       6       0 

     100    110  000    so resulted binary number is (10011000)2. 

 

let’s practice  

Show the octal equivalent of the binary number (101110010)2. 

What is the binary equivalent of for (24)8? 
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Comparison of Number Systems 

Decimal       Binary          Octal Hexadecimal 

0 0 0 0 

1 1 1 1 

2 10 2 2 

3 11 3 3 

4 100 4 4 

5 101 5 5 

6 110 6 6 

7 111 7 7 

8 1000 10 8 

9 1001 11 9 

10 1010 12 A 

11 1011 13 B 

12 1100 14 C 

13 1101 15 D 

14 1110 16 E 

15 1110 17 F 
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Exercise – Convert ... 

  Don’t use a calculator! 

 

Decimal 

 

Binary 

 

Octal 

Hexa- 

decimal 

33 

1110101 

703 

1AF 

      Figure . Conversion exercise  
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Lecture 
Objectives 

S. No. Objectives 

1 
To make student aware about the basic  concept of 
number systems. 

2 To aware about different types of number system. 

3 
To provide knowledge about the conversion of 
one type of number system into another. 
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Course 
Objectives 

S. 
No. Objectives 

1 
To understand Merits of digitization. 

  

2 

 To enable you to understand common forms of number 

representation in digital electronic circuits and to be able to 

convert between different representations.  

3 
To Impart Knowledge about various digital circuits and 

designing of systems 
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Course 
Outcomes 

CO 

Number 
Title  Level  

CO1  To identify the different types of digital circuits and their difference 

and to illustrate the various types of gates. Remember 

CO2 To understand the various elements of digital system and to 

implement their applications. Understand  

CO3 To illustrate the relation between Combinational & Sequential 

Circuits and to apply for practical applications. Analyze 

CO4 To solve the basic problems related to different types of digital 

circuits and to calculate it using various numerical problems. Evaluate 

CO5 To create different  hardware and software based digital applications.  

Create 
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Types  of Number Systems:- 

1. Decimal  

2. Binary  

3. Octal 

4.Hexadecimal  

5. BCD 

6. Excess -3 

7. Gray Code…………. 
 

 

 

Number System 
A number system is the set of certain set of  values used to represent any physical quantity.  

For example: UID of student , number plate of car, (2A)16 and (52)8  and (42)10 

 

  Radix or Base :- Each number set is defined with particular digits or bits. 
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Other Base System TO Decimal 

6 

BINARY TO DECIMAL 

Convert binary number 11001010 into decimal number. Since there is no binary point here and no fractional part.  

 

 

Fig1.1:binary to decimal[1] 
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Convert binary number 1010.1011 into decimal number. Since there is a binary point here with fractional 
part.  
 
 

7 

Practice questions 

Convert  (0010.110)2 into  (?)10 

Convert  (100.010)2   into  (?)10 

Fig1.2:binary to decimal[1] 
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OCTAL TO DECIMAL 

 
Convert octal number 7.12172(8) into decimal form 
 

8 

7 . 1 2 1 7 2 

 

Practice questions 

Convert(234.701)8 into (?)10 

Convert(123.001)8 into (?)10  

 

  

Fig1.3:octal to decimal[1] 
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HEXADECIMAL TO DECIMAL 

 
Convert hexadecimal number 1F.01B into decimal number. 

9 

1 F . 0 1 B 

 

Practice questions 

Convert  (204.ABC)16 into  (?)10 

Convert  (300. DEF)16   into  (?)10 

Fig1.4:binary to decimal 
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Assessment Pattern 

 

• Covert (33.12)10 into binary ,octal ,hexadecimal 

• Covert (99.23)10 into binary , octal, hexadecimal and base 7. 

• . Convert (76C.123)16 into binary  

• Convert(236.17) 8 into hexadecimal 

• (546.123)10 into octal 
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Lecture 
Objectives 

S. No. Objectives 

1 
To make student aware about binary arithmetic 
operations.  

2 To aware about rules for different binary operations. 

3 
To provide knowledge about arithmetic operational 
techniques by various examples. 
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Course 
Objectives 

S. 
No. Objectives 

1 
To understand Merits of digitization. 

  

2 

 To enable you to understand common forms of number 

representation in digital electronic circuits and to be able to 

convert between different representations.  

3 
To Impart Knowledge about various digital circuits and 

designing of systems 
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Course 
Outcomes 

CO 

Number 
Title  Level  

CO1  To identify the different types of digital circuits and their difference 

and to illustrate the various types of gates. Remember 

CO2 To understand the various elements of digital system and to 

implement their applications. Understand  

CO3 To illustrate the relation between Combinational & Sequential 

Circuits and to apply for practical applications. Analyze 

CO4 To solve the basic problems related to different types of digital 

circuits and to calculate it using various numerical problems. Evaluate 

CO5 To create different  hardware and software based digital applications.  

Create 
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BINARY 
ARITHMATIC 

 

CO 
Number 

Title  Level  

CO1 Merits of digital systems , various number 
systems and their applications. 

Remember and 
understanding 

CO2 Combinational and sequential digital 
designing and solution to basic circuits. 

Applying and  
Analyzing 

CO3 Designing of sequential circuits and 
introduction to memory design logics. 

Evaluating and 
creating 

Course Outcome  

Figure 1.1 Binary Aritmatic [1] 

1. To  acquire basic knowledge of digital logic levels and applications to understand digital 

electronics circuit. 

2. To prepare students to  perform the analysis and design of various digital electronics 

circuits 

3. To make student understand basic difference between analog and digital electronics 

 

Course Objectives  
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BINARY 
ARITMATIC 

 

Addition 

Subtraction 

Multiplication 

Division 

Fig1.2. Binary Addition[2]  
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                BINARY ADDITION 
                    Rules of  Binary Addition 

   

                                                                                              A+B Sum Carry 

0+0 0 0 

0+1 1 0 

1+0 1 0 

1+1 0 1 

Examples :- 

    110101                                    

+  111101 

    

 1110010 

                                                             

  

    110101  

-   101101 

  

  001000 
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Rules of  Binary Subtraction 
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A-B Diff Borrow 

0-0 0 0 

0-1 1 1 

1-0 1 0 

1-1 0 0 

    110101  

-   101101 

  

  001000 
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BINARY MULTIPLICATION 
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Multiplication in binary is exactly as it is in decimal, i.e. multiply numbers right to left 

and multiply each digit of one number to every digit of the other number, them sum 

them up. The 3 basic binary multiplication rules are also similar to decimal. 

1 * 1 = 1 

1 * 0 = 0 * 1 = 0 

0 * 0 = 0 

Also, remember that for every left shift of digit of the multiplier, an extra zero needs to 

be appended to the product. This is similar to the decimal system as well. 

 

Case A*B RESULT 

1 0*0 0 

2 0*1 0 

3 1*0 0 

4 1*1 1 

Fig1.1Binary multiplication[1] 
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BINARY DIVISION 
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Fig1.2 binary division[2] 
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Binary Division 
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Fig1.3 binary division[2] 
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APPLICATIONS 
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• Computers  

•Calculators 

• ATM  

•Mobile Phone 

•Integrated Circuits and so on...... 
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Lecture 
Objectives 

S. No. Objectives 

1 
To make student aware about types of representation of 
negative numbers in binary form. 

2 
To give them knowledge of sign magnitude 
representation format.  

3 
To give them knowledge to find the magnitude of sign 
numbers. 
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Course 
Objectives 

S. 
No. Objectives 

1 
To understand Merits of digitization. 

  

2 

 To enable you to understand common forms of number 

representation in digital electronic circuits and to be able to 

convert between different representations.  

3 
To Impart Knowledge about various digital circuits and 

designing of systems 
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Course 
Outcomes 

CO 

Number 
Title  Level  

CO1  To identify the different types of digital circuits and their difference 

and to illustrate the various types of gates. Remember 

CO2 To understand the various elements of digital system and to 

implement their applications. Understand  

CO3 To illustrate the relation between Combinational & Sequential 

Circuits and to apply for practical applications. Analyze 

CO4 To solve the basic problems related to different types of digital 

circuits and to calculate it using various numerical problems. Evaluate 

CO5 To create different  hardware and software based digital applications.  

Create 
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 Classification of Number System  

 Sign Magnitude Format 

 1’s Complement  Format 

 2’s Complement Format Figure 1.2 Classification of  Number System  

  Signed Numbers   
Representation 

Binary Number System 

Unsigned Number System Signed Number Representation 
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Classification Of Binary Number System  

Binary Number System 

Signed Numbers 

Sign-
Magnitude 

Complement  

Unsigned Numbers 

1’s  
Complement  

2’ s 
Complement  

Fig 1.3: Classification of Number System   
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Sign Magnitude Format  
 
 

 In Sign-and-Magnitude (SM)  representation total n bits are divided as  

 

                      MSB as sign bit whereas all other bits except MSB are representing magnitude. 

                      if MSB (sign bit)  is 0 means number is positive 

                         MSB is 1 means number is negative. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

eg.    Find value  of 11000111  using SM format. 

            1            1000111 

 

 

         sign bit     magnitude 

 

 

        

      

MSB(nth  bit) All bits except MSB (n-1 )th 

SIGN BIT 

0 means –ve no. 

1 means +ve no. 

 

Magnitude of the number 

7 
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Sign Magnitude Format 

8 

        Sign bit  

  

Magnitude  

 MSB represents sign bit and except MSB all other bits  represent  magnitude of the number. 

  If  Sign bit  = 0 means given no. is positive. 

     Sign bit  =1  means given no. is negative. 

Extra bit is added 

D
7 

D
6 

D
5 

D
4 

D
3 

D
2 

D
1 

D
O 
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Sign Magnitude Format  

 Example:  Represent -10 and +10  in sign magnitude Format.  

   Sol. Binary representation of  10=1010 

         -10 = 11010 

       +10 = 01010 

 

Example:  Represent -20 and +20  in  8 bit sign magnitude Format. 

Sol.  Binary representation of 20= 10100 

   

 +20 = 00010100 

 -20 = 10010100 
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Find Decimal Equivalent of following Nos. which are  represented in sign magnitude format:  

i) 1111001 

ii) 0010101 (try at your level -> answer is 21) 

Solution:  

 

 i)   1 1 1 1 0 0 1                                                                                 

 MSB =1 means no. is –ve . Except MSB all bits represent Magnitude.  

 111001=( 25x1+24x1+23x1+22x0+21x0+20x1) 

              =   32+16 + 8+ 0 + 0 +1 

             =     57 

1111001= - 57  

PROGIES COMMUNITY
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1’s Complement Format 
 1’s complement of A= –A 

 1’s complement of –A= +A 

               

   How to find 1’s Complement :  change 0 to 1 

     change 1to 0.    { NOT operation is performed} 

      

Range  : −(2n−1−1) to ( 2n−1−1) where n is number of bits required to get the number in a particular range. 

 

  How to Verify Numbers:  Check out MSB  

• If MSB is 1 means number is negative , takes 1’s complement of result to get magnitude. 
• If MSB is 0 means number is positive. 

11 
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Example: Represent  +12  and -12 in 1’s complement format. 
 

Solution:   Binary form for 12 =1 100 ( already know) 

          

           

•if n=4 bits then range is –(23-1) to +(23-1) means -7 to +7 

  if n=5 bits then range is –(24-1) to +(24-1) means -15 to +15 

 

for +12: 

 

+12= 0 1100 (No change for +ve numbers ) 

 

 

 

for – 12 : 

                                    12 =  0 1 1  0 0  

        1’s complement =     1 0 0  1  1      =  -12 

 

 

**From MSB , sign of the Number is determined . 

    If MSB is 1 means Number is –ve otherwise number is +ve. 
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Example: Represent  +33  and -33 in 1’s complement format. 
Solution:   Binary form for 33 =10000 1 ( already know) 

  

*  if n=6 bits then range is –(25-1) to +(25-1) means -31 to +31 

 *  if n=7 bits then range is –(26-1) to +(26-1) means -63 to +63 

 

 

for +33:       

   +33=  0100001 (No change for +ve numbers )  

 

for – 33:  

                                  33 = 0 1 0  0 0  0  1  

        1’s complement =     1 0 1  1  1  1  0    =  -33 

                                                                        

     So +33 =  0100001 

          -33=    1011110 
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Find Decimal Equivalent of following Nos. which are  represented in 1’s complement format 
i) 1111000 

ii) 0010101 

iii) 1000010 ( Try yourself)  

 

Solution:  

 

 i)   1 1 1 1 0 0 0                                                                                 

 MSB =1 means no. is –ve .  

To find Magnitude : take 1’s complement of number . 

    

   1  1  1  1  0  0  0 0   0     0     0  1  1  1  ( MSB =0 means +ve number 

 Weight               (64 32   16    8  4  2  1)     then convert it to decimal) 

                                  =7 

            for Given problem 1111001 = -7                                                    

 

ii) 0 0  1 0 10 1  

MSB =0 means no. is positive so  

directly convert to decimal  . 

  

0 0 1 0 1 0 1  +  21 

 

0 
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2’s Complement Format 
 2’s complement of A= –A 

 2’s complement of –A= +A 

               

  How to find 2’s Complement : 1’s complement +1 (added at LSB position) 

 

Range  : −(2n−1) to ( 2n−1−1) where n is number of bits required to get the number in a particular range. 

 

  How to Verify Numbers:  Check out MSB  

• If MSB is 1 means number is negative , takes 2’s complement of result to get magnitude. 
• If MSB is 0 means number is positive. 

15 
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Example: Represent  +33  and -33 in 2’s complement format. 
Solution:    Binary form for 33 =1000 1 ( already know) 

 

• if n=6 bits then range is –(25) to +(25-1) means -32 to +31 

•  if n=7 bits then range is –(26) to +(26-1) means -64 to +63 

 

    for +33: 

 

              +33=  100001 (No change for +ve numbers )  

for – 33 : 33 =    0 1 0  0 0 0  1  

        1’s complement =     1 0 1  1  1  1  0 

                                         +                    1 

     2’s Complement =       1  0 1  1 1  1  1   = -33                                      

     

    So +33 =  0100001 

         -33 =   1011111 
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Find Decimal Equivalent of following Nos. which are represented in 2’s complement format 
i) 1111000 

ii) 0010101 

iii) 1000010 ( Try yourself)  

 

Solution:  

 i)   1 1 1 1 0 0 0                                                                                 

 MSB =1 means no. is –ve .  

To find Magnitude : take 2’s complement of number . 

                                1   1   1  1  0  0  0 

1’s complement = 0   0   0  0  1  1  1 

                                  +                    1 

2’s complement = 0  0   0  1  0   0   0 =8    

                               

                          # 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 =  -8     

  

ii) 0 0  1 0 10 1  

MSB =0 means no. is positive so 

directly convert to decimal  . 

  

0 0 1 0 1 0 1  +  21 

 

0 
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Ex. Find out decimal equivalent of 10110 if it is represented in  
Sign magnitude 
1’s complement  
2’s complement 
 
Sol: i) 10110 is in sign magnitude format  
 
  MSB it 1 means number is negative. leave MSB from remaining bits find magnitude:  
  0110=(22x1+21x1)=6   
  so 10110=-6 
 
ii) 10110 is in 1’s complement format: 
 
Check MSB, MSB is 1 means number is negative. To find magnitude take 1’s complement. 
            10110  
 1’s complement     = 01001 =9 
           so 10110=-9 
 
ii) 10110 is in 2’s complement format: 
 
Check MSB, MSB is 1 means number is negative. To find magnitude take 2’s complement. 
                  10110  
           1’s complement= 01001+ 1 = 01010 
           2’s complement=    01010= 10 
    so 10110=-10. 
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 Application   

 Questions using 1’ complement 

 Questions using 2’ complement 

 Figure 1.2 Classification of  Number System  

  Signed Numbers   
Representation 

Binary Number System 

Unsigned Number System Signed Number Representation 
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Lecture 
Objectives 

S. No. Objectives 

1 
To make student aware about advantages of 1’s and 2’s 
complement sign-magnitude presentation. 

2 
To give them knowledge of performing subtraction using 
1’s complement method.  

3 
To give them knowledge of performing subtraction using 
2’s complement method. 
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Course 
Objectives 

S. 
No. Objectives 

1 
To understand Merits of digitization. 

  

2 

 To enable you to understand common forms of number 

representation in digital electronic circuits and to be able to 

convert between different representations.  

3 
To Impart Knowledge about various digital circuits and 

designing of systems 
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Course 
Outcomes 

CO 

Number 
Title  Level  

CO1  To identify the different types of digital circuits and their difference 

and to illustrate the various types of gates. Remember 

CO2 To understand the various elements of digital system and to 

implement their applications. Understand  

CO3 To illustrate the relation between Combinational & Sequential 

Circuits and to apply for practical applications. Analyze 

CO4 To solve the basic problems related to different types of digital 

circuits and to calculate it using various numerical problems. Evaluate 

CO5 To create different  hardware and software based digital applications.  

Create 
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Steps used for Questions Based on 1’s 
Complement  

6 

Step 1: Take 1’s complement for the –ve numbers. 

 

Step 2: Perform addition. 

 

Step 3: If carry is out from MSB then add carry to the LSB of the result . 

 

• Check out  MSB of final result after addition  

           if MSB is 1 then number is –ve . Take its 1’s complement obtain its  magnitude . 

                                        if MSB is 0 then number is +ve then convert it into decimal . 
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Example: solve -23 and 36 using 1’s complement . 
Solution :         
 Binary equivalent of  23 =     1 0 1 1  1 
 
 Binary equivalent of  36 =   1 0 0 1 0 0  
       
              
 Range : −(2n−1 -1) to ( 2n−1−1)  

•For n=6 range is -31 to +31 
• For  n= 7 is -63 to +63 
 

                 23 =   0 0 1 0 1 1 1 
 

  1’s complement   =   1 1 0 1 0 0 0 = -23 
                  =   0 1 0 0 1 0 0  = +36 

 
                       =1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0  = 13 
                                                    +   1 

             
               =  0  0 0 11 0 1 = +13   
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Example: solve - 18 and 9  using 1’s complement . 
Solution :         

 Binary equivalent of  18 =     1 0 0 1 0 

 Binary equivalent of   9 =        1 0 0 1 

       

              

 Range : −(2n−1 -1) to ( 2n−1−1)  

•For n=5 range is -15 to +15 

• For  n= 6 is -31 to +31 

 

               18 =  0 1 0 0 1 0 

 

  1’s complement = 1 0 1 1 0 1= -18 

 

              = 0 0 1 0 0 1= +9 

 

                       =  1 1 0 11 0  = (MSB is 1 means number is negative) 

                  

     1’s complement  = 0  0 10 0 1 =  9 

 

 

 1 1 0 11 0 =-9 
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Questions Based on 2’s Complement : 
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Step 1: Take 2’s complement for the –ve numbers. 

 

Step 2: Perform addition. 

 

Step 3: If carry is out from MSB then discard carry. 

 

• Check out  MSB of final result 

           if MSB is 1 then number is –ve . Take its 2’s complement obtain its  magnitude . 

                                        if MSB is 0 then number is +ve then convert it into decimal . 
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Example: solve - 12 and 7  using 2’s complement . 
 

Solution :         

 Binary equivalent of  12 =     1100  

 Binary equivalent of   7 =        111 

 

                              

              

 Range : −(2n−1 ) to ( 2n−1−1)  

•For n=4 range is -8 to +7 

• For  n= 5 is -16 to +16 

 

               12 =   0 11 0 0 

                                             2’s complement =  1 0 0 1 1+1= 1 0 1 0 0= -12 

           =     0 0 1 1 1= +7 

 

                       =    1 1 0 1 1  = (MSB is 1 means number is negative) 

                  

     2’s complement  = 0  0 1 0 0+1 = 00101 =5   

 

 

 00101=-5 
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Example: solve - 12 and 7  using 2’s complement . 
 

Solution :         

 Binary equivalent of  12 =     1100  

 Binary equivalent of   7 =        111 

 

                              

              

 Range : −(2n−1 ) to ( 2n−1−1)  

•For n=4 range is -8 to +7 

• For  n= 5 is -16 to +16 

 

               12 =   0 11 0 0 

                                             2’s complement =  1 0 0 1 1+1= 1 0 1 0 0= -12 

           =     0 0 1 1 1= +7 

 

                       =    1 1 0 1 1  = (MSB is 1 means number is negative) 

                  

     2’s complement  = 0  0 1 0 0+1 = 00101 =5   

 

 

 11011=-5 
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Example: solve - 10  and  -12 using 2’s complement . 
 

Solution :         

 Binary equivalent of  10 =      1010 

 Binary equivalent of   12 =     1100 

                        

              

 Range : −(2n−1 ) to ( 2n−1−1)  

•For n=4 range is - 8 to +7 

• For n= 5 range  is -16 to +15 

• For n= 6 range  is -32 to +31 

 

10 = 0 0 1 0 1 0 : 2’s complement =  110101+1= 110 1 1 0= - 10 

12 = 0 0  1 1 0 0: 2’s complement =  110011+1= 110 1 0 0 = - 12 

                          

                                           =1 1 01 0 1 0  = -22 ( Discard carry) 

 1 01 0 1 0 =MSB is 1 means number is negative. 

2‘s complement = 010101+1=010110=  22 

              

 

 1 01 0 1 0 =-22 
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9’s and 10’s Compliment 

13 

If the number is binary, then we use 1's complement and 2's complement. But in case, when the number is a decimal 

number, we will use the 9's and 10's complement.  

The 9's complement is used to find the subtraction of the decimal numbers. The 9's complement of a number is 

calculated by subtracting each digit of the number by 9. For example, suppose we have a number 1423, and we 

want to find the 9's complement of the number. For this, we subtract each digit of the number 1423 by 9. So, the 

9's complement of the number 1423 is 9999-1423= 8576 

10's Complement 

The 10's complement is also used to find the subtraction of the decimal numbers. The 10's complement of a number is 

calculated by subtracting each digit by 9 and then adding 1 to the result. Simply, by adding 1 to its 9's complement we 

can get its 10's complement value. For example, suppose we have a number 1423, and we want to find the 10's 

complement of the number. For this, we find the 9's complement of the number 1423 that is 9999-1423= 8576, and 

now we will add 1 to the result. So the 10's complement of the number 1423 is 8576+1=8577. 
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Lecture 
Objectives 

S. No. Objectives 

1 
To make student aware about different types of binary 
codes. 

2 
To give them knowledge about why binary codes are 
required.  

3 
To give them knowledge of converting a number into 
binary code. 
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Course 
Objectives 

S. 
No. Objectives 

1 
To understand Merits of digitization. 

  

2 

 To enable you to understand common forms of number 

representation in digital electronic circuits and to be able to 

convert between different representations.  

3 
To Impart Knowledge about various digital circuits and 

designing of systems 
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Course 
Outcomes 

CO 

Number 
Title  Level  

CO1  To identify the different types of digital circuits and their difference 

and to illustrate the various types of gates. Remember 

CO2 To understand the various elements of digital system and to 

implement their applications. Understand  

CO3 To illustrate the relation between Combinational & Sequential 

Circuits and to apply for practical applications. Analyze 

CO4 To solve the basic problems related to different types of digital 

circuits and to calculate it using various numerical problems. Evaluate 

CO5 To create different  hardware and software based digital applications.  

Create 
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Types Of Binary Codes  
 

                   Weighted to Non Weighted code 

Overview 

•Why binary? 

•Binary codes and its types 

•Weighted & non Weighted 

codes 

•Applications of Binary codes 
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Figure 1.2 BCD to Grey code conversion [2] 
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 Why Binary??  

People use all kinds of symbols, sounds, colours and body motions to express themselves.  

These expressions are like codes; signals we use to communicate with each other 

 Computers also use codes, but this code is much simpler. 

 Computers use electronic circuits that are either ON or OFF, there's no middle ground 

6 
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What is Binary Code? 

“Binary” comes from the Latin word for two. 

 

 In your everyday life you generally use a decimal system that allows you to use numbers 0-9 to make 
others.  

 

Computers use a special code of their own to express the digital information they process.  

 

It’s called the binary code because it consists of only two symbols – 0s and 1s 
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Types of Binary codes 

8 Figure 1.3 Types of Binary codes 
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Weighted Codes 

Weighted binary codes are those binary codes which obey the positional weight principle.  

Each position of the number represents a specific weight.  

Several systems of the codes are used to express the decimal digits 0 through 9.  

In these codes each decimal digit is represented by a group of four bits. 
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Example: 

Figure 1.4 Weighted Codes 
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NON WEIGHTED CODE 

 IN NON WEIGHTED CODE THERE IS NO POSITIONAL WEIGHT  

EACH POSITION WITHIN THE BINARY NUMBER IS NOT ASSIGNED A PREFIX VALUE.  

NO SPECIFIC POSITIONS ARE ASSIGNED TO BIT POSITIONS IN NON WEIGHTED CODE 

10 

Code written with no 

matching of number 

with positional 

weight 

Figure 1.5 Non Weighted Codes 
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Weighted 4-Bit BCD Code 
(8421) 

The weighted 4-bit BCD code is more commonly known as 8421 weighted code. 

It is called weighted code because it encodes the decimal system into binary system by using the concept of positional 
weighting into consideration. 

In this code, each decimal digit is encoded into its 4-bit binary number in which the bits from left to right have the 
weights 8, 4, 2, and 1, respectively 
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Decimal number 

BCD Code for Decimal Number 

Figure 1.6  Decimal to BCD conversion 
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Gray Code Non-Weighted Code 

It is the non-weighted code and it is not arithmetic codes.  

That means there are no specific weights assigned to the bit position.  

It has a very special feature that, only one bit will change each time the decimal number is incremented as 
shown in figure below. 
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Figure 1.7 Binary to Gray code Figure 1.8 Binary to Gray code 
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Binary code to Gray Code  
Conversion Steps 

Consider the given binary code and place a zero to the left of MSB. 

Compare the successive two bits starting from zero. If the 2 bits are same, then the output is zero. Otherwise, output is 
one. 

Repeat the above step till the LSB of Gray code is obtained. 
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Figure 1.9 EXOR Gate is used for Conversion[4] 
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Gray Code to Binary code 
Conversion Steps 

The MSB of the binary number will be equal to the MSB of the given gray code. 

Now if the second gray bit is 0, then the second binary bit will be the same as the previous or the first bit. If the gray 
bit is 1 the second binary bit will alter. If it was 1 it will be 0 and if it was 0 it will be 1. 

This step is continued for all the bits to do Gray code to binary conversion 
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Figure 1.10 Gray to binary conversion[4] 
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2421 Codes 

This code also a 4 bit application code where the binary weights carry 2, 4, 2, 1 from left to right 
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DECIMAL NUMBER BINARY NUMBER 2421 CODE 

0 0 0000 

1 1 0001 

2 10 0010 

3 11 0011 

4 100 0100 

5 101 1011 

6 110 1100 

7 111 1101 

8 1000 1110 

9 1001 1111 
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Error Detection & Correction Codes 

 

• Error detection codes − are used to detect the errorss present in the 

received data bitstreambitstream. These codes contain some bitss, which 

are included appendedappended to the original bit stream. These codes 

detect the error, if it is occurred during transmission of the original 

data bitstreambitstream.Example − Parity code, Hamming code. 
• Error correction codes − are used to correct the errorss present in the 

received data bitstreambitstream so that, we will get the original data. 

Error correction codes also use the similar strategy of error detection 

codes.Example − Hamming code. 
• Therefore, to detect and correct the errors, additional bitss are appended 

to the data bits at the time of transmission. 
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Parity Code 

 It is easy to include append one parity bit either to the left of MSB or to the right of LSB of original bit stream. There are two types of parity codes, namely even parity code 
and odd parity code based on the type of parity being chosen. 

Even Parity Code 
• The value of even parity bit should be zero, if even number of ones present in the binary code. Otherwise, it should be one. So that, even number of ones present 

in even parity code. Even parity code contains the data bits and even parity bit. 

• The following table shows the even parity codes corresponding to each 3-bit binary code. Here, the even parity bit is included to the right of LSB of binary code. 
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Binary Code Even Parity bit Even Parity 

Code 

000 0 0000 

001 1 0011 

010 1 0101 

011 0 0110 

100 1 1001 

101 0 1010 

110 0 1100 

111 1 1111 

•If the other system receives one of these even parity codes, then 

there is no error in the received data. The bits other than even 

parity bit are same as that of binary code. 

•If the other system receives other than even parity codes, then 

there will be an errors in the received data. In this case, we can’t 
predict the original binary code because we don’t know the bit 

positions of error. 

Therefore, even parity bit is useful only for detection of error in the 

received parity code. But, it is not sufficient to correct the error. 
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Odd Parity Code 
• The value of odd parity bit should be zero, if odd number of ones present in the 

binary code. Otherwise, it should be one. So that, odd number of ones present 
in odd parity code. Odd parity code contains the data bits and odd parity bit. 

• The following table shows the odd parity codes corresponding to each 3-bit binary 
code. Here, the odd parity bit is included to the right of LSB of binary code. 
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•If the other system receives one of these odd parity 

codes, then there is no error in the received data. The bits 

other than odd parity bit are same as that of binary code. 

•If the other system receives other than odd parity codes, 

then there is an errors in the received data. In this case, 

we can’t predict the original binary code because we 

don’t know the bit positions of error. 

Therefore, odd parity bit is useful only for detection of 

error in the received parity code. But, it is not sufficient to 

correct the error. 

Binary Code Odd Parity bit Odd Parity Code 

000 1 0001 

001 0 0010 

010 0 0100 

011 1 0111 

100 0 1000 

101 1 1011 

110 1 1101 

111 0 1110 
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Hamming Code 
Hamming code is useful for both detection and correction of error present in 

the received data. This code uses multiple parity bits and we have to place 
these parity bits in the positions of powers of 2. 

The minimum value of 'k' for which the following relation is correct valid is 
nothing but the required number of parity bits. 

         2k≥n+k+1 

Where, 

‘n’ is the number of bits in the binary code information 

‘k’ is the number of parity bits 

Therefore, the number of bits in the Hamming code is equal to n + k. 
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• Let the Hamming code is bn+kbn+k−1.....b3b2b1 parity bits pk,pk−1,....p1. We can place the ‘k’ parity bits in powers of 
2 positions only. In remaining bit positions, we can place the ‘n’ bits of binary code. 

• Based on requirement, we can use either even parity or odd parity while forming a Hamming code. But, the same 
parity technique should be used in order to find whether any error present in the received data. 

Follow this procedure for finding parity bits. 

• Find the value of p1, based on the number of ones present in bit positions b3, b5, b7 and so on. All these bit 
positions suffixes in their equivalent binary have ‘1’ in the place value of 20. 

• Find the value of p2, based on the number of ones present in bit positions b3, b6, b7 and so on. All these bit 
positions suffixes in their equivalent binary have ‘1’ in the place value of 21. 

• Find the value of p3, based on the number of ones present in bit positions b5, b6, b7 and so on. All these bit 
positions suffixes in their equivalent binary have ‘1’ in the place value of 22. 

• Similarly, find other values of parity bits. 

• Follow this procedure for finding check bits. 

• Find the value of c1, based on the number of ones present in bit positions b1, b3, b5, b7 and so on. All these bit 
positions suffixes in their equivalent binary have ‘1’ in the place value of 20. 

• Find the value of c2, based on the number of ones present in bit positions b2, b3, b6, b7 and so on. All these bit 
positions suffixes in their equivalent binary have ‘1’ in the place value of 21. 

• Find the value of c3, based on the number of ones present in bit positions b4, b5, b6, b7 and so on. All these bit 
positions suffixes in their equivalent binary have ‘1’ in the place value of 22. 

• Similarly, find other values of check bits. 

• The decimal equivalent of the check bits in the received data gives the value of bit position, where the error is 
present. Just complement the value present in that bit position. Therefore, we will get the original binary code 
after removing parity bits. 
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Example  

Let us find the Hamming code for binary code, d
4
d
3
d
2
d
1
 = 1000. Consider even parity bits. 

The number of bits in the given binary code is n=4. 

We can find the required number of parity bits by using the following mathematical relation. 

2k≥n+k+1 

Substitute, n=4 in the above mathematical relation. ⇒2k≥4+k+1 ⇒2k≥5+k 

The minimum value of k that satisfied the above relation is 3. Hence, we require 3 parity bits p1, p2, and p3. 

Therefore, the number of bits in Hamming code will be 7, since there are 4 bits in binary code and 3 parity bits.  

We have to place the parity bits and bits of binary code in the Hamming code as shown below. 

The 7-bit Hamming code is b7b6b5b4b3b2b1=d4d3d2p3d1p2bp1 

By substituting the bits of binary code, the Hamming code will be b7b6b5b4b3b2b1=100p3Op2p1. Now, let us find the 
parity bits. 

p1=b7⊕b5⊕b3=1⊕0⊕0=1p1=b7⊕b5⊕b3=1⊕0⊕0=1 

p2=b7⊕b6⊕b3=1⊕0⊕0=1p2=b7⊕b6⊕b3=1⊕0⊕0=1 

p3=b7⊕b6⊕b5=1⊕0⊕0=1p3=b7⊕b6⊕b5=1⊕0⊕0=1 

By substituting these parity bits, the Hamming code will be b7b6b5b4b3b2b1=1001011. 
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Suitable for the computer applications. 

Suitable for the digital communications 

Make the analysis and designing of digital circuits if we use the binary codes. 

Since only 0 & 1 are being used ,implementation becomes easy 
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Lecture 
Objectives 

S. No. Objectives 

1 To make student aware about different logic gates 

2 
To impart knowledge about realizing a logic 
function using gates. 

3 
To make and understand of deriving basic gates 
from universal gates. 
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Course 
Objectives 

S. 
No. Objectives 

1 
To understand Merits of digitization. 

  

2 

 To enable you to understand common forms of number 

representation in digital electronic circuits and to be able to 

convert between different representations.  

3 
To Impart Knowledge about various digital circuits and 

designing of systems 
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Course 
Outcomes 

CO 

Number 
Title  Level  

CO1  To identify the different types of digital circuits and their difference 

and to illustrate the various types of gates. Remember 

CO2 To understand the various elements of digital system and to 

implement their applications. Understand  

CO3 To illustrate the relation between Combinational & Sequential 

Circuits and to apply for practical applications. Analyze 

CO4 To solve the basic problems related to different types of digital 

circuits and to calculate it using various numerical problems. Evaluate 

CO5 To create different  hardware and software based digital applications.  

Create 
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LOGIC GATES  
 
 

 Logic gates 

 Realization  of circuit using gates 
Figure 1.2 Classification of logic Gates [5] 
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NOT  LOGIC GATE 

6 

   NOT  gate has  only one  input and one output 

   IC  used for two input NOT gate is 7404 .  

 

A (input) Y (output) 

0 1 

1 0 

Figure 1.5 Symbol of NOT gate [12 ] 

Truth Table of NOT gate  

 

Boolean Expression : Y = Aꞌ  
 

 

Figure 1.6 NOT GATE[2] 
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AND LOGIC GATE 

7 

   And gate has n no. Of inputs and one output whereas in the symbol there are only two inputs. 

   IC  used for two input AND gate is 7408 .  

 

A (input) B(input) Y (output) 

0 0 0 

0 1 0 

1 0 0 

1 1 1 

Figure 1.3 Symbol of AND gate [12] 

   Truth Table of AND gate  

Boolean Expression : Y=A.B 
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OR LOGIC GATE 

8 

   OR gate has n no. Of inputs and one output whereas in the symbol there are only two inputs. 

   IC  used for two input OR gate is 7432 .  

 

A (input) B(input) Y (output) 

0 0 0 

0 1 1 

1 0 1 

1 1 1 

Figure 1.4 Symbol of OR gate [12 ] 

Truth Table of OR gate  

Boolean Expression : Y=A + B 
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NAND LOGIC GATE 

9 

   NAnd gate has n no. Of inputs and one output whereas in the symbol there are only two inputs. 

   IC  used for two input NAND gate is 7400 .  

 

A (input) B(input) C (output) 

0 0 1 

0 1 1 

1 0 1 

1 1 0 

Figure 1.6 Symbol of NAND gate [12 ] 

Truth Table of NAND gate  

Boolean Expression : Y=  A.B 
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NOR LOGIC GATE 

10 

   NOR gate has n no. Of inputs and one output whereas in the symbol there are only two inputs. 

   IC  used for two input NOR gate is 7402 .  

 

A (input) B(input) Y (output) 

0 0 1 

0 1 0 

1 0 0 

1 1 0 

Figure 1.7 Symbol of NOR gate [12 ] 

Truth Table of NOR gate  

 

Boolean Expression : Y= A + B 
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EX-OR LOGIC GATE 

11 

   XOR gate has n no. Of inputs and one output whereas in the symbol there are only two inputs. 

   IC  used for two input XOR gate is 7486 .  

 

A (input) B(input) Y (output) 

0 0 0 

0 1 1 

1 0 1 

1 1 0 

Figure 1.8 Symbol of XOR gate [12 ] 

Truth Table of XOR gate  

 

Boolean Expression : Y=A      B 
 

⊕ 
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BASIC GATES FROM UNIVERSIAL GATES 

AND gate using NAND gate OR gate using NAND gate. 

Figure 1.9 conversion of AND gate from 

NAND Gate [8] 
Figure 1.10 conversion of OR gate 

from NAND Gate [8] 
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BASIC GATES FROM UNIVERSIAL GATES 
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NOT gate using NAND gate XNOR gate using NAND gate 

XNOR gate using NAND gate 

Figure 1.11 conversion of NOT gate from 

NAND Gate [8] 

Figure 1.12 conversion of XNOR gate 

from NAND Gate [8] 

Figure 1.9 conversion of XOR gate from NAND Gate [8] 
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APPLICATIONS 

•  Computers  

• Calculators 

•  ATM  

• Mobile Phone 

• Integrated Circuits and so on...... 
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Lecture 
Objectives 

S. No. Objectives 

1 
To make student aware about theorems of  Boolean 
Algebra and different Boolean Theorems. 

2 
To impart knowledge about application of Boolean 
algebra in digital circuits.  

3 
To make and understand them reducing of complex 
digital logic into reduced form using Boolean 
Algebra. 
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Course 
Objectives 

S. 
No. Objectives 

1 
To understand Merits of digitization. 

  

2 

 To enable you to understand common forms of number 

representation in digital electronic circuits and to be able to 

convert between different representations.  

3 
To Impart Knowledge about various digital circuits and 

designing of systems 
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Course Outcomes 

CO 

Number 
Title  Level  

CO1  To identify the different types of digital circuits and their difference 

and to illustrate the various types of gates. Remember 

CO2 To understand the various elements of digital system and to 

implement their applications. Understand  

CO3 To illustrate the relation between Combinational & Sequential 

Circuits and to apply for practical applications. Analyze 

CO4 To solve the basic problems related to different types of digital 

circuits and to calculate it using various numerical problems. Evaluate 

CO5 To create different  hardware and software based digital applications.  

Create 
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Introduction To Boolean Algebra 
 
•Developed by English Mathematician George Boole  
in between 1815 - 1864. 
 
•It is described as an algebra of logic or an algebra of two 
values i.e True or False. 
 
The term logic means a statement having binary decisions 
i.e True/Yes or False/No 
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Applications of Boolean algebra 

It is used to perform the logical operations in digital computer. 

In digital computer True represent by ‘1’ (high volt) and False represent 

by ‘0’ (low volt) 

Logical operations are performed by logical operators. The fundamental 

logical operators are: 

1.AND (conjunction) 

2.OR (disjunction) 

3.NOT (negation/complement) 
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Basic Theorem of Boolean Algebra 
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Basic Theorem of Boolean Algebra 
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Basic Theorem of Boolean 
Algebra 
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Principal of Duality 
 

 In Boolean algebras the duality Principle can be is 

obtained by interchanging AND, and OR operators and 

replacing 0's by 1's and 1's by 0's. Compare the identities 

on the left side with the identities on the right. 

 Example 

    X.Y+Z' = (X'+Y').Z 
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DeMorgan’s Theory: DeMorgan’s Theorems are basically two sets 
of rules or laws developed from the Boolean expressions 
for AND, OR and NOT using two input variables, A and B. These 
two rules or theorems allow the input variables to be negated and 
converted from one form of a Boolean function into an opposite 
form. 

De Morgan’s First Theorem 
DeMorgan’s First theorem proves 
that when two (or more) input 
variables are AND’ed and negated, 
they are equivalent to the OR of the 
complements of the individual 
variables. Thus the equivalent of 
the NAND function will be a 
negative-OR function, proving 
that A.B = A+B. We can show this 
operation using the following table. 
 

Verifying DeMorgan’s First Theorem using Truth Table 
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DeMorgan’s First Law Implementation using Logic Gates 

        
The top logic gate arrangement of: A.B can be 
implemented using a standard NAND gate with 
inputs A and B. The lower logic gate 
arrangement first inverts the two inputs 
producing A and B. These then become the 
inputs to the OR gate. Therefore the output from 
the OR gate becomes: A+B 
Then we can see here that a standard OR gate 
function with inverters (NOT gates) on each of 
its inputs is equivalent to a NAND gate 
function. So an individual NAND gate can be 
represented in this way as the equivalency of 
a NAND gate is a negative-OR. 
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DeMorgan’s Second Theorem 
DeMorgan’s Second theorem 
proves that when two (or more) 
input variables are OR’ed and 
negated, they are equivalent to 
the AND of the complements of 
the individual variables. Thus the 
equivalent of the NOR function is 
a negative-AND function proving 
that A+B = A.B, and again we can 
show operation this using the 
following truth table. 

Verifying DeMorgan’s Second Theorem using Truth Table 
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show that A+B = A.B using the following logic gates example. 
DeMorgan’s Second aw Implementation using Logic Gates 

         
The top logic gate arrangement of: A+B can be 

implemented using a standard NOR gate function using 

inputs A and B. The lower logic gate arrangement first 

inverts the two inputs, thus producing A and B. Thus then 

become the inputs to the AND gate. Therefore the output 

from the AND gate becomes: A.B 

Then we can see that a standard AND gate function with 

inverters (NOT gates) on each of its inputs produces an 

equivalent output condition to a standard NOR gate 

function, and an individual NOR gate can be represented 

in this way as the equivalency of a NOR gate is a 

negative-AND. 
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Although we have used DeMorgan’s theorems with only two input 
variables A and B, they are equally valid for use with three, four or 
more input variable expressions, for example: 
For a 3-variable input 
  

A.B.C = A+B+C 
and also 

A+B+C = A.B.C 
For a 4-variable input 
  

A.B.C.D = A+B+C+D 
and also 

A+B+C+D = A.B.C.D 
and so on. 
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Examples Based on Boolean 

Algebra 
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Examples Based on Boolean Algebra 
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Lecture 
Objectives 

S. No. Objectives 

1 
To make student aware about representation of Boolean expression in SOP and POS 
forms 

2 
To make student aware about representation of Boolean expression in Min and Max 
Terms. 

3 To impart knowledge about converting Boolean expression into standard form. 
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Course 
Objectives 

S. 
No. Objectives 

1 
To understand Merits of digitization. 

  

2 

 To enable you to understand common forms of number 

representation in digital electronic circuits and to be able to 

convert between different representations.  

3 
To Impart Knowledge about various digital circuits and 

designing of systems 
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Course 
Outcomes 

CO 

Number 
Title  Level  

CO1  To identify the different types of digital circuits and their difference 

and to illustrate the various types of gates. Remember 

CO2 To understand the various elements of digital system and to 

implement their applications. Understand  

CO3 To illustrate the relation between Combinational & Sequential 

Circuits and to apply for practical applications. Analyze 

CO4 To solve the basic problems related to different types of digital 

circuits and to calculate it using various numerical problems. Evaluate 

CO5 To create different  hardware and software based digital applications.  

Create 
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Classification of Boolean 
Expression 

Boolean 
Expression 

SOP (Sum of Product) 

POS(Product of Sum) 
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Each Sum term is multiplied in the expression. 

Each Product  term is Summed up  in the expression. 
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 Diff b/w SOP & POS form 

6 

S.No.  SOP Form POS FORM 

1. Each individual term which contains either 

complemented or true  form called as Minterm.  

Each individual term which contains either 

complemented or true  form called as Maxterm.  

 

2. Minterm is represented  as mi . Maxterm is represented  as Mi . 

 

3. F =∑ m ( 0,1,5,7) F =∏ M ( 0,1,5,7) 

 

4. Variables are operated by AND (product ) to 

form Product term and all these product terms 

are ORed 

 

Variables are operated by OR (SUM) to form  sum 

term and all these sum terms are ANDed. 

 

5. Each literal in true form is having value 1 

whereas  Complemented form is represented by 

value 0. 

A= 1,  A’=0 

Each literal in true form is having value 0 whereas  

Complemented form is represented by value 1. 

A= 0,  A’=1 
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SOP FORM POS FORM 
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A B C D 

 (SOP of F)= (POS of F’)’ 
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Canonical SOP &POS 
form 

• Canonical means each term must have all literals  

 F = XYZ′ + X′YZ + X′YZ′ + XY′Z + XYZ  canonical SOP form. 

 F = (X′ + Y + Z′) (X′ + Y + Z) (X′ + Y′ + Z′) canonical POS form. 

•RELATION OF MINTERN AND MAXTERMS WITH RESPECT TO INPUT VARIABLES: 
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Input variables Minterms Maxterms 

A B C mi MI 

0 0 0 A’B’C’= m0 A+B+C= M0 

0 0 1 A’B’C= m1 A+B+C’= M1 

0 1 0 A’BC’ = m2 A+B’+C= M2 

0 1 1 A’BC= m3 A+B’+C’ = M3 

1 0 0 AB’C’ = m4 A’+B+C = M4 

1 0 1 AB’C = m5 A’+B+C’ = M5 

1 1 0 ABC’ = m6 A’+B’+C = M6 

1 1 1 ABC = m7 A’+B’+C’ = M7 
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Lecture 
Objectives 

S. No. Objectives 

1 To make student aware about K-map formation. 

2 
To impart knowledge about simplification of SOP 
and POS expressions using K-Map.  

3 
To make and understand the concept of do not care 
terms and their role in logic simplification.  
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Course 
Objectives 

S. 
No. Objectives 

1 
To understand Merits of digitization. 

  

2 

 To enable you to understand common forms of number 

representation in digital electronic circuits and to be able to 

convert between different representations.  

3 
To Impart Knowledge about various digital circuits and 

designing of systems 
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Course Outcomes 

CO 

Number 
Title  Level  

CO1  To identify the different types of digital circuits and their difference 

and to illustrate the various types of gates. Remember 

CO2 To understand the various elements of digital system and to 

implement their applications. Understand  

CO3 To illustrate the relation between Combinational & Sequential 

Circuits and to apply for practical applications. Analyze 

CO4 To solve the basic problems related to different types of digital 

circuits and to calculate it using various numerical problems. Evaluate 

CO5 To create different  hardware and software based digital applications.  

Create 
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Karnaugh Map 

• K map   

• Simplification using K map 

• SOP Form & POS form 

• Don’t care 

Boolean expression representation 

            

             Y= AB’C+ABCD’+AC’D’ 

             Y = (A+B’) (A’+B+D’)(A+D’) 
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Karnaugh maps (K-maps) are graphical method for the simplification  of Boolean functions. 
 
 K- maps consists of cells     
 
              Cells = 2n    where n = no of i/p variables. 
 
K-map cells are arranged so that adjacent cells differ in only one bit position (based on gray code).  
 

K- maps  
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Figure 1.2 cells of k-map [2] 
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Input 

Variables 

 K map for SOP form  K map for POS  

2 (AB) 

3(ABC)   

4 (ABCD) 
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 Draw the Karnaugh map depending on variables as given in question. 

  Identify minterms (SOP ) and Maxterms (POS) as given in problem. 

 For SOP put 1’s in blocks of K map according to minterms. 

 For POS put 0’s in blocks of K map according to maxterms. 

 Make groups/pairs  containing total terms in power of 2 like (2,4,8,16) Try to make the largest possible pair. 

 Find product terms with variables (that are unchanged along rows and columns ) for each group and  sum up  for 

SOP form. 

 Find sum terms with variables (that are unchanged along rows and columns ) for each group and  ANDED them  

for POS form. 
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Steps to solve expression using K-map 
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Pairing Rules of K-map 
1. Adjust cells can be paired. 

2. Corner elements can be paired .                     3. outermost rows as well as outermost columns can be  
            paired  respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Try to make largest possible pair as shown. 
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5. Groups may overlap.                                                                              6. Diagonal pair is not possible. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7. Make sure in each pair ,there must be one unpaired 1(sop) or 0(pos) . 
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Pair in brown colour is not possible as it 

does not contain any unpaired 1. 
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Questions on K- Maps (SOP) 

 Example: Simply F(A,B,C) = ∑ m( 1,3,4,5,7) using K – map and realize the circuit using AOI gates. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 (a) K-map  

 Output Expression : F= AB’ + C 

(b) Realization using gates. 
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Questions on K- Maps( SOP ) 
  Example: Simply F(A,B,C,D) = ∑ m( 2,3,8,10,11,12,14,15) using K – map and realize the circuit using AOI  gates. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 Output Expression : F= AC + AD’ + 

B’C 

(b) Realization using gates.  (a) K-map  
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Questions on K- Maps (POS) 
 Example: Simply F(A,B,C,D) = ∏M( 0,1,2,4,6,8,9) using K – map and realize the circuit. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 (a) K-map  (b) Realization using gates. 

 Output Expression : F= (A+D) (B+C) 
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K-map with Don’t care conditions: 
 Example: Simply F(A,B,C,D) = ∑m( 1,5,6,12,13,14)+d(4) using K – map. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 (a) K-map  

 Output Expression : F=BD’+ A’C’D + BC’ 

(b) Realization using gates. 
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K-map with Don’t care conditions: 
 Example:  Simply F(A,B,C,D) = ∏M(3,9,12,15)+Փ(1,11,13,14) using K – map and realize the circuit. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 (a) K-map  

 Output Expression : F=(B+D’) (A’+B’) 

(b) Realization using gates. 
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APPLICATIONS 
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• Computers  

•Calculators 

• ATM  

•Mobile Phone 

•Integrated Circuits and so on...... 
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